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Mission onthe

action^

I. The_role_of_OTMTs (paras. 14, 27, 30, 38 and 40)

It is agreed that the
should concentrate

foUow-up

3S3M SS^TSSTEa assist the .ove^ents concerned
design and implementation of such projects.

In this regard, UNDAO^ should be concerned withs

(a) Identification of specificmultinational;and national .
projects with a multinational potential*. .

(b) Securing the commitment of governments to the projects

identified) , ... ...„._:.-.■'.; " '*■■ -■■--■- ":

.(c) Providing assistance xn preparing prefeasibility and

feasibility studies; . ■■■ ■ ■;

(d) Providing1 assistance in the implementation process.

b^J Country coverage (paras. 16, 53-58) - '

In the light of additional discussions with the ^^^^l*
L * ^^i countr rage for each TOTDAT, tne

following considerations should be borne in minds
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(a): -The existence in an area, of core development issues which
■are of immediate and lasting interest to a group of countries

(b) ifttnTt amoi?f.*>otential Participating States that they wish
to promote multinational co-operation in clea
or through specified project packages, within an OTBAT framewc

(c) The economic and political relations among th~

by the IMDAT area served

effSCfV6neSS °f the m»A? in executing its work
la relation to the number of countries to be covered;

(f) Working relationships between the TJSDAT and on-going bilateral
and multinational projects, and intergovernmental organizations.

all the 48 countries in Africa to be covered by an

"°ted Mssion was not

will obvio^s^^verla" (ai wiierLS1hf S^.^ neighbouring areas
and the proposed lira"? for Certral Tfri2T ?fWee\th« ^^aka-based WM
for effOn+i,ra „„_-__:_., ' ,oei;-tra.-l Africa), there should be arrangements

position of the

Ts are

ion by

tier

endorsed while
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A nucleus of core :staff .consisting of, tut not more than four or five
highly qualified specialists is'recommended.. The disciplines of the cote

staff should reflect immediate priorities and needs, and there should be
provision for changing the disciplines according to changing priorities.
The core staff should be supported by highly qualified short-term consultants
appointed as the need arises. For this purpose a sizeable consultancy fund

would be necessary. . . ■ . . : ...

In recruiting; staff, core and consultants, attention should be given to

securing qualified African candidates, and personnel from developing coun

tries, without however, violating the principles governing international
recruitment under which the United Nations system operates. In addition,
given that the IMDATs will be a significant instrument, at subregional^
level, to promote intercountry economic integration and co-operation, it ■■

is highly desirable that the participating governments themselves partici

pate in staffing the tHDATs, perhaps through TCDC-type arrangements, an

idea not incompatible with the ■i-ecommendatibrTOf the Mrsion i'or the second
ment of-nationals from the participatingxStates. In this connexion, the

training proposals put forward'by the Mission are particularly important,

and point the way to the eventual assumption of responsibility by the

governments themselves of full responsibility for the THDAT teatnrs.

There should be close co-operation between UPTDATs and the existing and
proposed intergovernmental economic co-operation organisations. Appropriate

arrangements will have to be worked out- in each case,

', Relations with ECA (paras. 60-65*: 7?) .. ., .

The Mission recommends that the IMDATs should become the opsrational
arms of ECA in the field: this means that ECA aubregional offices would no
longer exist side-by-side with IDTDATs* It also" "means -fcha b the existing

work programmes of ECA and UNEA^s will have to be fully inisgrated, and for

the future, subregional programmes approved by the respective IMDAT struc

tures should form a significant part of the ECA work programme for the

areas:concerned. lechanisms for integrating ECA and U3TDAT area programmes

will have to be worked out.

It seems desirable to change the title of the UITDATs to reflect their

new operational role, and their integration with ECA, as recommended by the

Mission. The main-objective would be tO:move away from the purely "advisory"

concept to one that reflects, their operational nature.

Accordingly ECA. suggests that they could be called ^BCA Multinational

Operational Centres". The UITDP feels however .that the term "Centre." could

be misleading and would prefer "team" or "expert group". . .;
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7. Relations with TOP

UHDP and EGA are generally in agreement with the observations and
reoommendations of the Kission on this subject. However, in putting the

Since the UNDATs will have the dual role of (l) planning and_implementing
multinational projects requested by governments, and (2) of i^jentinj.

who are also the EGA representatives in the countries covered by the
UBTIHTs. It is particularly important to clarify the relations of the
I3NDAT leader and the Resident Representative in the country hosting :the
THDAT, since there will no longer be subregional offices of ECA. It is
the intention of UHDP and EGA to work out the appropriate detailed arrange

ments and to issue them as guidelines to Resident Representatives and to

members 'of the ITOATs. . . " r f/"',,. . :

This aspect has not been tackled by the Mission, and %m Therefore
not elaborated in its report. '-However, given that the USBATs will
inevitably undertake activities falling within the fields of competence

of the specialized agencies of the United Nations system, there should

of making the fullest possible- use of their technical expertise, resources

and experience in undertaking activities in relevant subject areas,_ These
relationships can be established at several' levels, e.g., consultations
on programme and project formulation, participation in the "execution of
project activities, through the prevision of consultants, etc. In the
longer term, such co-operation will also be enhanced through the expansion

of co-ordinating machinery which ECA is in the process.-.af. asftablishing
with a number of the specialized agencies - such co-operative arrangements

already exist, for example, with UUIDO and FAO, \' - - - •- ' : :

q. Financing of the IMDATs

It is felt that the programme of the UtfDATs should be planned for.

several years ahead, for example for periods of about five years, with
more detailed work programmes prepared for shorter periods within^ the -
longer cycle. This would, inter alia, help to provide a planning frame
work on which funding could be secured over a longer term, rather than

the present somewhat ad hoc annual basis.

The current estimate of maintaining the present three UtiDATs at" ^the
current minimum level of operations is tfUS1.5 million per year, and it is
further estimated that to have them operating at the level recommended by
the Review Mission would require some $US7OO5OO0 per, year, por WDAT. The
requirement would therefore be 3SUS2.1 million for the present three UIDATs,

rising to $US4,2 million per year when the full IKJDAT programme, as recom

mended, becomes operational,
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There are four possible sources of financing:

ECA regular budget,

TJNDP,

(c) African Governments,

(d) Bilateral donors.

It is recommended that all of the above sources be approached urgently so

that the financing of the UNDATs can be assured at an early date.

The U?XDP is already contributing $U3900,000 for the present three

IHDATs in 1976. It has further indicated that it would be willing to

consider for the 1977-81 cycle, a level of financing not exceeding a

total of IUS1.2 million per year for all UNDATs when the full programme

becomes operational. This would mean an average contribution of $US20O,000

per year for each operational IWDAT.

The Executive Secretary of ECA would continue his discussions with

African Governments with a view to persuading them to contribute to the

finanoing and staffing of UITDATs in their respective areas. The Executive

Secretary would also consider earmarking a portion of the regular budget

of BCA for the USFDATs programme.

EGA, in co-operation with the governments, should approach bilateral

donor countries and request them to contribute funds to the UHDAT programme

through the ECA secretariat.




